TREE TIPS

TREE & SHRUB CARE FROM BARTLETT TREE EXPERTS

The proactive management of trees
Bartlett Inventory Solutions (BIS) is
a proactive landscape management
service that provides a professional
inventory to clients – using dynamic
management tools, it provides an
assessment of every tree on your
property. Tree inventories supply
fundamental information about
the plant population on properties,
including tree quantities, location,
condition, and size, as well as
risk mitigation, plant health care
recommendations, and maintenance
requirements. Using this data, Bartlett
can develop sustainable management
plans and project rational budgets
for ongoing tree care to keep your
landscapes aesthetically pleasing and
to help landscape managers make
decisions.
Our assessments identify potential
risks; we then develop strategies to
mitigate them, enabling clients to

prioritize tree care efforts. All our
Regional Inventory Arborists are
Certified Arborists and are qualified
in tree risk assessment. They utilize
the latest research and diagnostics
Tree inventories help clients
foresee tree care needs and
project rational budgets
available from our staff at the Bartlett
Tree Research Laboratories. We also
offer ArborScope™, a cloud-based
tree inventory management program
that uses Google Maps™ and custom
reporting to help clients understand
and proactively manage their tree
assets. Ongoing training, certification,
and being in tune with innovative
technology puts the BIS team’s
qualifications at the forefront of
our industry.

Trees still under
stress after drought
The wet spring
in our area
eased drought
conditions.
However, as
noted in the
last issue of
Tree Tips,
droughts have
long-term
effects on
trees.
To provide
Mulching and pruning
help provide trees with
your trees
the best conditions to
with the
recover from drought.
best possible
conditions to recover from the stress
they experienced last year, continue
to monitor their health. Drought
recovery strategies include proper
irrigation, mulching, soil nutrient
management, pruning, and pest
management.

Ticks by Gretchen V. Pettis, PhD
TREE & SHRUB
MAINTENANCE CALENDAR
JUNE
Prune ornamentals, and remove faded flowers
and seed pods, as needed
Adjust irrigation needs—deep water (wet 6”–8”
deep) every 7–10 days when rain is lacking
Mulch trees and shrubs to conserve moisture
Thin fruit to 6”–8” apart; prop up heavily loaded
branches
Apply foliar disease and insect control
treatments to roses
Have your Arborist check plants for insect
infestations
Prune terminal growth of rhododendron to
increase next year’s flowering

With the arrival
of summer comes
sunny skies and fun
outdoor activities,
but also the
increased threat
of illness spread by tick bites. Tick
populations and associated tick-borne
diseases are anticipated to be above
average this year. For this reason, tick
bite prevention is important for anyone
who enjoys spending time outdoors.
Ticks thrive in damp, humid areas of
the yard such as dense vegetation,
tall grass, leaf piles and stone walls.
Targeting only these critical habitats
with highly effective, low-dose

insecticide treatments has been shown
to be the single most effective way
to safely reduce tick populations in
your yard.
For the highest level of protection from
ticks and tick-borne diseases, however,
implement multiple strategies to keep
you, your family and your pets safe.
Use a three-pronged approach of
1) personal protection, 2) landscape
modification to reduce tick habitat,
and 3) yard perimeter treatments that
target tick-prone areas. This is a proven
way to safely reduce the chance of
being bitten—and increase the chance
of spending an enjoyable time in your
backyard this year!

Maintenance-prune evergreens (like boxwood)
to retain formal shape
Scout and treat for fruit insect pests
Treat bagworms if found

Three steps to reduce the chance of tick bites

Apply a second application of tick treatment to
landscape perimeters

1. Personal protection

JULY

3. Yard perimeter treatments that target tick-prone areas

2. Landscape modification to reduce tick habitat

Prune ornamentals as needed
Deep water (wet 6”–8” deep) every 7–10 days
when rain is lacking
Continue treatments for diseases and insects on
fruit trees and on roses
Remove suckers from fruit trees and continue to
prop up heavily fruited branches
Mulch as needed
Monitor and treat for Japanese beetle and
leaf miners on holly
Watch for oak wilt, rose rosette and apple scab
Monitor and treat plants for spider mites

AUGUST
Treat for fall webworm and tent caterpillars
Deep water (wet 6”–8” deep) every 7–10 days
when rain is lacking
Monitor new plantings for insects, disease and
girdling issues
Conduct final pruning to shape shrubs
Treat ripening fruit to prevent brown rot
Treat stone fruit trees for borer protection
Protect black locust from locust borer with
insecticide treatment

Fun with trees
Leaves + paint = fun!
Using leaves as stamps is simple enough
for children to do and full of enough
possibilities to engage adults as well.
All you’ll need are a few leaves, some
paint and paper; also a brush to apply
paint to the leaves, and something with
which to press your leaf stamps down—
an artist’s roller is great, but a piece of
wood or stiff cardboard will do.
Experiment with different effects,
depending on how much paint you apply,
how hard you press, and the two sides of
the leaf! Start with white paper, or paint
a colored background and let it dry first.

TREE FOCUS:
Flowering dogwood (Cornus florida)
History
The flowering dogwood has been one of America’s most
popular ornamental trees for centuries; Washington and
Jefferson both planted it. Native to areas ranging from
Massachusetts to Florida and Texas, this tree was used by
native Americans for medicines and dyes. The wood is very
hard and is used for golf club heads, mallets, tool handles
and butcher blocks.
This, the flowering dogwood, is the species we think
of when the word dogwood is mentioned, but there
are two other species, kousa dogwood (Cornus kousa)
and Cornelian-cherry dogwood (Cornus mas) found in
landscapes.
Culture
77 Does best in moist, well-drained, acidic soil
(pH 5.5 – 6.0) high in organic matter
77 Prefers morning sun and afternoon shade
77 Does not do well when exposed to intense heat
77 A good choice to plant near utility lines, or next
to buildings and patios
Concerns
77 Adequate soil moisture is important during dry
periods because of its shallow roots
77 May be one of the first trees to succumb to drought
injury if not mulched and watered
77 Susceptible to mower and trimmer damage
77 Competes poorly with turf
77 Anthracnose and powdery mildew are the main plant
health care concerns
77 Stressed tree becomes vulnerable to borers
Bartlett Management Practices
77 Expose root flares and mulch a large area around the
tree to help retain moisture and prevent mechanical
damage from lawn mowers and trimmers
77 Fertilize according to information from a soil
sample
77 Prune watersprouts to reduce
infection from dogwood
anthracnose

WONDERS OF NATURE
Chemical warfare among plants
Allelopathy is a biological
phenomenon by which an
organism produces one or more
chemicals that influence the
germination, growth, survival,
and reproduction of other
organisms. This is a fascinating
way some plants compete for survival. The word allelopathy
comes from two Greek words: allelon (meaning of each other)
and pathos (meaning to suffer).
Allelopathic plants compete by creating adverse conditions
for other plants by releasing biochemicals into the soil or air.
A well-known example is the black walnut tree—a chemical,
juglone, concentrated in its buds, nut hulls, and roots inhibits
other plants from growing under the tree.

Compliments of

Trees are cool
when summer’s hot.
We’ll keep them
healthy, safe and
beautiful.

The Arnold Arboretum of Harvard University
The Arnold Arboretum in Boston,
Massachusetts, has a living collection
of trees, shrubs and woody vines that
is one of the most comprehensive of its
kind in the world. Visitors are invited to
enjoy a variety of featured destinations,
special horticultural displays, and
areas of natural woods within the
Arboretum’s 281-acre landscape.

are more than 100 years old (there are
more than 1,000 centenarian trees and
shrubs on the grounds). There is also
an activity, Photo Hunt, during which
you use your camera in a fun twist on a
scavenger hunt.
Discover all that The Arnold Arboretum
of Harvard University has to offer at
www.arboretum.harvard.edu.

The Arboretum, which is a National
Historic Landmark, is free and open
to the public every day of the year.
Wonderful tours are available, both
guided and self-guided. For example,
the Arboretum offers a self-guided tour
that focuses on 18 specimen trees that
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